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White 2#Black 2 & White 2 We get a
look at the new Battlefield 3 DLC pack,

Back to Karkand, as well as
Warfighter's new trailer. The battle

graphics have been redone, and multi-
player is now supported. While there
are no major changes to the story,

Back to Karkand offers four new maps,
which feature unique features such as

underground passages and canals.
Allied Assault will also feature a new
multiplayer mode, Ghost Hill, where
players must destroy their enemies'

defenses before they can conduct a full
assault against the opposing team.

Ghost Hill can be played across any of
the four new maps, and every class is
available, including the medics, who

can provide support by healing
teammates. Battlefield 3's first DLC

pack, End Game, adds nine new
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weapons, including a new SMG. As for
the single player campaign, players will

once again take on the role of Jacob
Taylor, who is tasked with taking down
certain targets in order to destroy the
Iraqi nuclear weapons program. The

$10 Premium DLC pack, Back to
Karkand, will introduce a new map,
Operation Firestorm. Instead of the
familiar Rainbow Bridge, Operation
Firestorm will put players on a new
map featuring an urban-like setting,

with a series of canals running through
the map. Maxwell. 23 x Gold Coin

TokensRulesProduct description:The
Red Dragon Inn's bar and dining room
features a name sake, the Cinder ale,
and teas or wines for all classes. Full

Deck Rebuild Kit Compatible with
Craftsman 42" LT1000. The Palisade is

the world's first, ever, fully foldable
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deck design. The Palisade has
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